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The effect of the radiation modes on soliton motion in nonlinear lattices is investigated. A method
based on the inverse scattering transform is developed, which enables us to characterize the position
shifts of solitons due to their interaction with the radiation component. Applications to the Toda and
Langmuir lattices are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
The subject of integrable nonlinear lattices is an impor-
tant branch of the inverse scattering transform (IST)
method. ' Many infinite families of these integrable sys-
tems can be derived and classified by means of discrete
versions of the Lax-pair technique, ' and some of their
members are interesting models for vastly different physi-
cal situations. As in the continuous context, two types of
(nonlinear) normal modes are manifested in the long-time
behavior of discrete integrable systems: namely, solitons
and radiation. Analysis of their dynamical properties is
of relevance in several areas as, for instance, the classical
statistical mechanics of soliton-bearing models. In this
paper we are concerned with the effect of radiation modes
on soliton motion in nonlinear lattices. Our approach
rests on the technique proposed in Ref. 5 for describing
soliton-radiation interactions in continuous systems.
Thus, the main component involved in our strategy is the
asymptotic analysis of Gel'fand-Levitan-Marchen ko
(GLM) equations of discrete type. As a result the pro-
cedure can be applied to any nonlinear lattice integrable
through the IST method.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II is devoted
to a description of some basic aspects of the IST method
associated with a linear difference equation. More con-
cretely, we consider the difference-equation eigenvalue
problem which gives rise to the Toda and Langmuir
hierarchies of nonlinear lattices. Section III deals with
the characterization of the asymptotic trajectories of soli-
tons in the presence of radiation and the derivation of the
position shifts caused by the soliton-radiation interaction.
As relevant applications, the expressions of these shifts for
the Toda chain
are obtained. Since the main ideas of our analysis can be
easily described, to avoid loss of continuity we have
relegated the discussion of several technical points to three
appendixes at the end of this paper.
II. DISCRETE INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS
where c(n) and u (n) are assumed to be real functions of
the discrete "parameter" n, with c ( n ) & 0 for all n and
such that
U(n)=( ( c),n(un))~(1, 0), n ~+ oo. (2.2)
To describe the scattering data variables we will follow
the same scheme as in the continuous case. Thus we
consider the Jost solution to (2. 1) with asymptotic behav-
ior
f(k, n)~k", n~+ oo . (2.3)
Under conditions (2.2), f (k, n) exists for
~
k
~
& 1 and its
restriction to the unit circle determines two functions
a (k) and b (k) through the asymptotic expression
f(k, n)~a(k)k" b "(k)k ", n~——oo,
~
k
~
=1 .
(2.4)
The linear problem in the IST method for solving the
Toda lattice equation and its higher analogs is the
difference equation
c (n +1)'~ f(k, n +1)+u(n)f(k, n)
r
+c(n)'~ f(k, n —1)= k+ —f(k, n), (2.1)
X~
= exp(x„+~ —x„)—exp(x„—x„~),dt2
—ao &n&oo
and the Langmuir lattice '
They satisfy
a*(k)=a —,b*(k)=b
k
/
a(k)
/
—
/
b(k)
/
=1 .
1
k
(2.&)
dc„
=c„(cn + 1 —c„&) ~ —oo (n ( oo (1.2) Furthermore, a (k) admits an analytic continuation to
~
k
~
& 1 which takes the form (see Appendix B)
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et =sgnk~ .
exp f, In[1 —~ «(q) ~ ']i, q+k dqkki —1 4m. q —k q
(2.6)
Here y denotes the unit circle oriented in the positive
sense, r(k)=b(k)/a(k) is the reflection coefficient, and
[ ki } i is a set of N difFerent real numbers with
0&
~
ki
~
&1. For each ki there exists a real number bi
such that
f(ki, n )~biki ", n ~—oo . (2.7)
The list of asymptotic properties off (k, n) with respect to
the discrete variable n is completed by the relation
f(k, n)~a(k)k", n —+ —oo,
~
k
~
& 1, a(k)&0 . (2.8)
In what follows the function a (k) and the numbers bi will
be referred to as the transition coefficient and the transi-
tion constants, respectively.
The inverse scattering transformation associated with
(2.1) can be described in terms of the set of scattering data
variables (see Appendix A)
There is an infinite family of evolution equations for the
potential function U(n)=(c(n), u(n)) of (2.1) which can
be solved by means of the IST method. Each member of
this family, the Toda hierarchy, is associated with a func-
tion
M
1
cv(k) = k ——k
1k+-
k M Oy 1 y ~ ~ ~ (2.15)
which determines the evolution law of the scattering data
ki(t)=kg, ri(t)=rie
r (t, k) = r(k)e (2.16)
Thus, by inserting the time evolution of ri into (2.13) we
obtain the one-soliton solution of the Toda hierarchy.
For cv(k) =k —k ' we get the evolution equation
S= [ki, ri, r(k)], ri = [bta(ki)]
Thus, by introducing the function
(2.9) B,c(n)=c(n)[u (n) —u(n —1)],
B,u (n) =u(n +1)—u(n), (2.17)
Q(n) = —g riki" + f«r(q)q "dq,2&1 (2.10)
and solving the GLM equation for K(n, m),
K(n, m)+A(n +m)+ g Q(1+m+1)K(n, l)=0, (2.11)
1=n
the functions c (n) and u (n) in (2.1) turn out to be given
by
1 K(n ——1,n —2)c(n)=
1 —K(n, n —1)
u(n)=K(n, n) —K(n —l, n —1) .
(2.12)
c (n + 1)= 1+ sinh a sech [a(n —q)], (2.13)
1 7" &q= ln2a 2 sinho. '
1 1
—in~bi ~+12 cx
Another interesting situation is provided by S= [ k i
=e,ki = —ki, r, , ri = ri, r(k) =0]. Now —(2.11)
yields
c (n + 1)= 1+4 sinh a cosha [2 cosh [a(n —q)]
+cosha ]
q = ——,' —In
~
bi
~
+1, u(n)=0 .
(2.14)
The simplest nontrivial case in which (2.11) can be explic-
itly solved corresponds to a set of scattering dataS= [ki =e~e, ri, r(k)=0] with only one k~ and an
identically zero reflection coefficient, then (2.11) leads to
which reduces to the Toda lattice system (1.1) under the
substitution c (n)= exp(x„—x„ i), u (n)=x„. If the in-
teger M in (2.15) is an odd one, then the constraint
u (n) =0 turns out to be compatible with the correspond-
ing member of the Toda hierarchy and one obtains an
evolution equation for c(n). The family of these equa-
tions is the Langmuir hierarchy. In particular, for M = 1
we get the Langmuir lattice system (1.2). Moreover, it
follows that u (n)=0 leads to a set of scattering data of
the form S= [ki, ki = ki, ri, ri =— ri', r(k) =r—( —k):1 =1,
. . . ,N j. The one-soliton solution of the Langmuir
hierarchy obtains by inserting the evolution law
b i(t) =b
~
exp[ —tv(k
~
)t]
into (2.14).
III. SOLITON-RADIATION INTERACTIONS
rt(t)ki "'"+ = —ri exp[2ai(vi —v)t], (3.1)
From Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) it is clear that the values of
c(n) and u (n) to the right of a certain integer no depend
only on the form of 0(n ) for n )2n o —3. This fact, to-
gether with the form of the evolution laws (2.15), implies
that to each equation of the Toda hierarchy, there corre-
sponds a spectrum of propagation velocities for the
scattering data. To show this, let U(t, n)=(c(t, n), u(t, n))
be a solution to a member of the hierarchy and let
S(t)=[ki=eie ', ri(t), r(t, k):1=1, . . . , NJ be its corre-
sponding trajectory in the space of scattering data vari-
ables. The value of U ( t, n ) at a freely moving point
n (t)= vt depends only on the values A(t, 2n (t)+m) with
m ) —3. According to (2.10) and (2.16) the contribution
of a discrete mode (ki, ri(t)) to II(t, 2n (t)+ m ) is given by
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where
tu(kt )
VI =
2(x
&
(3.2)
while the contribution of the continuous modes to
Q{t,2n(t)~m} is
1
r( t q)q2n(&)+mdq
2&l
for the contributions of the scattering data to the asymp-
totic form of U(t, n) as t~+co. Indeed, Eqs. (3.1) and
(3.3} show that as t~+ ao (t~ —ao ) the scattering data
with propagation velocity smaller (greater) than v do not
contribute to U(t, n) at n =ut. Hence, if u&vl for all
I=1, . . . , N, we conclude that as t~+cc the form of
U(t, n) to the right of n =vt is determined through the
GLM equation corresponding to the following sets of
scattering data (see Appendix C):
f r(e' ) exp[[2iOu~co(e' )]t jdO .2'
From (2.15) we have
tu(e' )=i2 +' sinO( cosO)
(3.3)
(3.4)
S-~(u;t)= [kt, rI(t), 1 such that
+(uI —u)) 0;O(+[v(k) —u]}r(t,k)[, (3.6)
where 0 denotes the Heaviside step function. In other
words, as t~+ ao the truncated solutions
which takes purely imaginary values only. Hence, the in-
tegral (3.3) is a superposition of Fourier modes with group
velocity
U(t, n), +(n —vt) )0,U~ v;t, n = ~ (1,0) otherwise, (3.7)
u (q) = —2M( cosO) '[(M +1)cos O —M], q =e'
{3.5)
Equations (3.2) and (3.5) define the propagation velocities
are associated with the sets S~(u;t) of scattering data.
Observe that Eqs. (2.6) and (3.6) imply the following ex-
pressions for the transition coefficients associated with
Ui(v, t):
k —kI
a~(v, k) = g eI kk/ —1 exp g r O(+[u (q) —u]) In[1 —~ r (q) ~ ]4~ q —k q (3.8)
We can now analyze the asymptotic trajectories of the
solitons arising in U(t, n). Consider the limits of the trun-
cated solutions (3.7) as u~uj+0, with u& being one of the
velocities (3.2). If ul&v~ for all l&j (Ref. 9), then
to the left of the jth soliton. This sequence gives the out-
come
f(ki, t, n) a+(vj ~0;k~)k&"
S+(u~ 0;t) =S+( +vip;t—)U[k~, r~(t) [,
S (v&+0;t) =S (vj —0;t) U[ki, rz(t) I
(3.9a)
(3.9b)
~b~+(t)a„(uj ~0;k, )k, ", (3.12)
where bi+(t) is the transition constant of the jth soliton as
t ~+ m. Therefore, taking into account that
Since U~(u, t) represent the components of the solution
propagating to the right of n = vt as t~+ ~, and in view
of (3.9), it is natural to assume
k —kj
a+(u, —0;k)=e, a+(uj+0;k),kk. —1 (3.13)
(v. p. t}=U+(v +0;t)+(jth soliton), t~+ ~
(3.10a)
we get
b,+(t)=ei(k, l)[rj(t)a~ (v—, ~0;k, )] (3.14)
(v, ~p;t)=U (v, 0;t}+(jth so—liton),
(3.10b)
Similarly, as t~ —oc the transition constant of the jth
soliton may be found through (3.9b) and (3.10b) and turns
out to be given by
f(k&, t, n)=[ri(t)a+(vi 0;k~)] 'k~— (3.1 1)
Qn the other hand, from (3.10a) the same result must be
found if we first continue the Jost solution from n =+ oo
to the left of U+ (v~+0, t), and then we continue the result
where by the jth soliton we mean the one propagating
with velocity vj. Now, let us consider the scattering prob-
lem (2. 1) corresponding to U+(v~ —0;t); as a consequence
of (2.7) and (3.9a), the form of the Jost solution f (kj, t, n)
to the left of the potential support will be
b~ (t) =ej(k) 1)[r~(t)a —(uj 0;kj)]—(3.15)
a~(uj ~p, k, )
Qj —qj —qj = lna, a (v, —Ok)
then, by using (3.8) we find
(3.16)
Hence, in virtue of the expression (2.13) for the one-
soliton solution, we conclude that as t~+ oo the center of
the jth soliton moves along the free trajectories
q~ (t) =q~—+ vent with—
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1 k( —kj 2 q+kj dqg sgn(vt —u~) ln + Re i r sgn[v(q) —vi] in[1 —~ r(q) ~ ]aj ( . ~k(k —1 4~ca q —kj q (3.17)
This expression exhibits the contributions to the position
shift of a soliton due to the presence of the other solitons
and the radiation component. Obviously, the integral
term describes the effect of the radiation. For the Toda
lattice the spectrum of propagation velocities is
phonon spatial shift found by Theodorakopoulos and
Mertens' through a different method.
We now discuss briefly the applications to the Lang-
muir hierarchy. Suppose given a solution c(t, n) to an
equation of the hierarchy, and let
ut = —eta& 'sinhat, v(q) = —cos8, (3.18) S(t)= Iki =e ', kt = —kt, rt(t), rt(t) = —ri(t);
where
sinhaj~ J(8) ~ d8,
cxj 0 E'j cosh(I j cos6 (3.19)
J(8)= in[1 —
~
r(e' )
~
] .277 (3.20)
We notice that (3.19) is in agreement with the soliton-
so that sgn[v(q) —u~]=e, Then, taking into account that
e' +kj ejsinh(zj
kj —eje ', Re
E'j cosha j—cosO
one gets the following representation for the position shift
due to the soliton-radiation interaction:
r(t, k) =r(t, —k))
S+(v~+0;t)=S+(v)+0;t)UI k&, kj, ri(t), r~(t)j,
a+(vj+0;k)= a+(v~+0;k),
k k —1
bJ (t) =—(kj —1)[2kjrj(t)a+ (uj+0;k~ )]
(3.21)
(3.22)
(3.23)
Substituting (3.23) into formula (2.14) for the soliton posi-
tion, and keeping in mind the symmetry properties of the
scattering data one obtains
be its associated scattering data. The same analysis as for
the Toda family applies here, but now the analogs of Eqs.
(3.9) and (3.13)—(3.15) are
1 g sgn(vt —uj ) lnj 1&j + Re i fzsgn[v(q)
—vj] in[1 —
~
r(q)
~
] zk('k, ' —1 4~&j q —k q (3.24)
For example, the Langmuir lattice has a spectrum of ve-
locities given by
2n
F(k, n)=1 —g & «~F(kt, n)
( k( —k-'
vt = —ai 'sinh2at, v (q) = —2 cos28 . (3.25) q 2n+ z, r(q)F(q, n)dq, ~ k ~ &1,2mi ~ q
Hence sgn[v (q) —vj] = 1, and therefore the integral term
in (3.24) reduces to
satisfied by the modified Jost solution
(A 1)
J(8) d8sinh2a.
aj 0 cosh2aj —cos20 (3.26) F(k, n)= P c(m)'~ k "f(k,n) .m~n (A2)
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APPENDIX A
In this appendix we indicate a simple way of deriving
the GLM equations (2.10)—(2.12) starting from the singu-
lar integral equation"
R (q) =~g rt5(q kt )+ r(q)5—«(q), —
(
(A3)
f f «(q)5«(q)p(q)dq &dq2 = t) z rr (q)p(q)dq .
Thus, Eq. (Al) takes the simpler form
which acts on functions defined on the unit disk
D= [q =q~+iq2
~
q
~
(1], where 5(q —kt) are Dirac
deltas supported at kt (1=1, . . . , X) and r(q)5r(q) is
defined by
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It is known that the potentials in the eigenvalue problem
(2.1) can be written as
c(n)=, u(n)= A (n) —A(n —1),B (n —1)B(n) (A5)
where A (n) and B (n) are obtained from F(k, n) through
the asymptotic behavior
F(k,n)~1+kA (n)+O(k ), k~0 (A6)
F(k, n)=1 ——ff,R(q)F(q, n)dq&dqq,1 q"D q —k —'
i
k
i
& 1 . (A4)
which together with (B1) and (2.5) implies
k —k)
a(k)=e g
I
&& exp fr in[1 — r(q) ~ ]i 2 q+kdq4n q —k q
a(0) = Q c (n) (B5)
(B4)
where e=
—,
' [ 1nqa(0) —In~a(0)] is a square root of unity.
Furthermore, analysis of (2.1) shows that
and the integral representation
(q —k ) = —g (qk) P&
m=0
for all
~
k
~
& 1, so that (A4) can be written as
F(k,n)=1+ g IC(n, n+m)k
m=0
(A8)
where
It(n, m)= ——f f q" + R (q)F(q, n)dq&dqz . (A9)7T D
B (n) = 1 ——f f q " 'R (q)F(q, n)dq&dqz . (A7)D
On the support of R (q) we may expand
then a (0) & 0, and therefore (B4) implies e= g, sgnk, .
APPENDIX C
The main step in our asymptotic analysis of the GLM
equation is the description of the truncated asymptotic
solutions (3.7) in terms of the sets of scattering data (3.6).
This result is analogous to what is found in the context of
continuous integrable models, ' and, as we are going to
see now, it can also be derived by a method quite similar
to the one used in Appendix A of Ref. 5. The method
uses the asymptotic properties of the modified Jost solu-
tion (A2), which according to (2.4), (2.7), (2.8), and (B5)
verifies
Inserting the expression (AS) for F into (A9) immediately
yields the GLM equation (2.11). On the other hand, Eq.
(2.12) is a simple consequence of (A5) —(A9).
[a(k) b*(k)k "—]a(0) ',
~
k
~
=1,
F(k, n) — a (k)a(0) ',
~
k & 1, a(k)&0,
bIkt "a(0) ', k =k~, a (k~) =0.
(C 1)
APPENDIX B
kk( —1
a(k)= Q a(k),k —k( (B1)
is zero-free in the closed disk
~
k
~
& 1; therefore, there
exist logarithmic branches In~a(k) and ln2a(k ) analytic
(continuous) in ~k
~
&1 and ~k &1( ~k
~
&1 and
k & 1), respectively. Since a *(q)=a(q ) for
q = 1, we can choose these branches so that
1n&a(q)+ ln2a(q ')= ln
/
a(q)
/
= ln
J
a(q)
/
Iq I=1
where ln denotes the principal branch of the logarithm.
Then, one readily finds
f~ In/a(q)/
=2 in~a(k) —in~a(0)+ Inqa(0), (B3)
~e prove here the important formula (2.6) which pro-
vides an explicit representation of the transition coeScient
in terms of the scattering data. The function a (k) is ana-
lytic in
~
k
~
& 1 and continuous in
~
k
~
& 1, it has a
finite number of simple zeros kh which are real and such
that 0 &
~
k~ & 1. The reduced function
[a(k) b*(k)k "e—'" ']a(0)
F(t, k, n)= a(k)a(0) ',
~
k
~
&1, a(k)&0,
bte ' k " (0) ' k=k(, u(&u.
k f=l,
(C2)
Here the zeros of a(k) are assumed to be those kz such
that ut & u. The function F(t, k, n) must satisfy the integral
equation (Al) with the appropriate time dependence of the
scattering data, and this is just an equation for the values
of F at k =kI (l= 1, . . . , N) and on the unit circle y. By
inserting the ansatz (C2) into (Al) and using the asymp-
totic formula
Suppose we are given a solution U(t, n)=(c(t, n), u (t, n))
to an evolution equation of the Toda hierarchy. If we
want to calculate F(t, k, n) as t~+ oo at a point n =vt
with v different from the discrete velocities U~, it is reason-
able to expect that it will behave as if the potentials in(2.1) were the trivial ones. This is so because the solitons
arising in U(t, n) as t~+ oo move with the velocities ut(I= 1, . . . , N), so that c(t, vt)~1 and u(t, ut)~0 ast~+ oo. Further, as t~+ ap only those solitons with
velocity vI & U are to the right of n =Ut. These considera-
tions and (Cl) suggest the following ansatz in the soliton-
free regions n =vt as t~+ oo.
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1 exp[tea(q)]
2tri q —k exp(+ 0)
—8( —kco(k)}exp[tea(k)]P(k),
~
k
~
=1,&~+ oo
b(k) = (9(u (k) —u )r(k)a (k),
~
k
i
= I . (C5)
Now if we take a(k)=a+(u;k) and use the relation
r(q)b *(q)=a(q) ' —a(q), then it is readily shown that
(C4) holds provided
we are led to
(C3)
b& = [rta(kt )] (C6)
br'a(k)=a(0)+ g
v ~U k —k
(C4)
According to (C2) the set of scattering data for the
truncated solution U+ (u; t, n ) [see Eq. (3.7)] is given
by [kt, rt =[bta{kt)] '. l such that vi )u;r(t, k)=b(k)
&(e '""/a(k)I, but what (C5) and (C6) prove is that this
set coincides with S+(u;t). A similar analysis can be ap-
plied to the truncated solution U (v;t)
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